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Abstract—E-learning is increasingly gaining its usage. In the COVID-19 period, its importance even increased. One of the important e-learning processes is e-assessment. Suitable e-assessment implementation depends on multiple factors. One of the factors for suitable testing implementation is alignment between users’ needs for a specific purpose testing and its implementation possibilities. Therefore in this paper, we analyze what are students’ needs for e-assessment system in knowledge level testing and self-evaluation testing cases. Student survey and multi-criteria decision-making were used to find out how students rank different criteria of e-assessment and how linear, graph-based, and tree-based testing structures rank based on these criteria.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge assessment is one of the key elements in the education process. Knowledge evaluation is used as a means to analyze, guide, and promote students' performance [1]. E-assessment can improve student learning as well, encouraging students to learn sincerely and apply a deep learning approach to get some confirmation, evaluation of his or her study results [2]. At the same time, it is very important to assign tasks of appropriate complexity and properly designed to the learner. Only tasks of the right complexity increase the learner’s motivation, cause a state of flow and help learners to remain in this state for some time [3], [4]. Flow is "the state in which people are so intensely involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter; the experience itself is so enjoyable that people will do it even at great cost, for the sheer sake of doing it” [3]. When the challenges are too small, the flow is returned by increasing them. If the challenges are too great, one can return to the state of flow by learning new skills [4]. Therefore, learners need to be given tasks and learning materials of the right complexity and presented in the right order. This is especially important in personalized and adapted e-learning systems. In adaptive or/and personalized e-learning systems the possibility for the learner to properly assess his / her level of knowledge, and for the teacher to present tasks during the assessment in such a way that the learner's level of knowledge would be properly assessed is one of the most important factors [5]-[8].

However, at the moment research on adapted e-assessment systems design and test purpose is not analyzed enough. This does not allow estimation on which form of e-assessment structures is more appropriate for adapted testing. Therefore, this paper aims to increase the understanding of knowledge evaluation and self-evaluation adaptive e-testing structures suitability to meet students needs.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The importance of knowledge testing and various aspects of test development has been explored by multiple studies and different aspects.

A. Influence of Test Question Types on Learning and Knowledge Assessment

Smith and Karpicke [9] investigated the effects of different question formats (short-answer, multiple-choice, hybrid questions) on learning. These authors investigated the appropriateness of multiple-choice tests as a means of assessing student achievement in human anatomy. Bulgakov and Dedikova [10] found that using single test tasks with the ordering of answers, unlike other types of tests (single choice, multiple-choice, establishing a sequence, and establishing compliance), provides the developer with significantly more opportunities to shape the assessment scale and provides a more interesting analysis of student performance monitoring results. Therefore AlMahmoud et al. [11] describe their approach to the standardized format used for multiple-choice questions (MCQs) assessment and provide recommendations on how to improve the assessment of high-stakes. Nnodim [12], as well as Thompson and Husmann [13] investigated the appropriateness of multiple-choice tests as a means of assessing student achievement in human anatomy and provided recommendations for the creation of better multiple-choice questions too.

Despite the question type appropriateness for a specific purpose, the content of the question should be aligned with the test purpose as well. Therefore Hartell and Strimel [14] examine content validity in teacher-made tests for elementary technology education. Lopez de Arana et al. [15] describe the procedure used to develop a self-assessment questionnaire for university service and learning experiences and validate it using a modified online Delphi method.

B. Advantages and Disadvantages of e-Testing

E-assessment is based on mostly automated knowledge testing, which does not require interactive teachers’ interactivity. The automation influences faster evaluation process, increase test availability however at the same time might lose the interactivity and adaptability, which can be provided by face-to-face evaluation with the teacher.
Peytcheva-Forsyth and Aleksieva [16] presented the results of a student survey on students’ experience in e-assessment during the COVID-19 pandemic and students’ views on e-assessment. The results proved the e-assessment solutions require some additional work, not just computerization of the same face-to-face used testing solutions. Otherwise, it will decrease the trust of students in e-assessment and reinforce their preference for a face-to-face assessment.

Cigdem and Öncü [17] conducted a survey study that examined how students’ perceived usefulness of e-testing influences course grades and students’ attitudes towards the e-assessment system. The results revealed perceptions about question contents significantly affected perceived usefulness. At the same time, a suitable introduction to the testing system increases students’ satisfaction and usefulness of the e-testing system.

Nuha et al. [18] point to the benefits and obstacles of using e-assessment in learning from different domains: student, teacher, institution, and educational aims. They identified the main advantages (providing direct and immediate feedback for students, improving student performance, reducing the time and effort of the teacher, decreasing the cost for the institution, and encouraging high-order thinking). At the same time, they present the disadvantages of e-assessment (poor technical infrastructure, unfamiliar students with computers). Meanwhile, Appiah and Tonder [2] focuses on concepts such as tasks that can be accessed through e-assessment, benefits, and challenges of e-assessment, and principles of e-assessment.

A study by Peytcheva-Forsyth and Aleksieva [16] found that when students were asked to indicate the disadvantages of e-assessment, as many as 28.44% of respondents indicated that they could not demonstrate their knowledge well enough. They consequently were asked if they would rather be assessed online than face-to-face. 18.57% of respondents indicated that they would prefer to be assessed in face-to-face mode rather than online distance mode, while 31.84% of respondents indicated that e-assessment is appropriate only in some courses. The results reveal that e-assessment still has shortcomings that need to be addressed.

C. Pre-tests in Personalized and Adaptive e-Learning Systems

Jagadeesan and Subbiah [5] have developed a Skill-based e-learning environment in which all learners are divided into three levels (basic, regular, and advanced) after the skills test. The learning content is provided only based on user grades for a course while respecting their time constraints. These approaches recommend successful paths based on available time and user initial knowledge level. Trouss et al. [19] provide a hybrid model to detect misconceptions using machine learning, and a technique to automatically model student learning and forgetting process using a fuzzy inference system. The fuzzy inference system uses each student’s level of knowledge in one language and can diagnose his or her level of knowledge in another language, allowing the system to create an adaptive learning environment for each student. Haruyanto and Kohler [8] proposed an adapted e-learning system based on the different contributions of learning style and initial learner knowledge measured by a pre-test in five sections. If the test result meets or exceeds the standard grade set by the teacher, the student passes this section. These conditions affect the appearance of links in the menu area.

D. The Adaptability of Knowledge Assessment Tests

Mustakero and Borissova [20] proposed an educational Web-based e-testing system that students can use to test their knowledge and teachers to take a formal exam. The test questions are divided into easy or advanced questions, and this allows students to choose between easy, advanced, or all questions passing modes. This e-evaluation system is based on task difficulty only. Arif et al. [21] expanded a conceptual approach for developing an educational web-based e-testing system proposed by Mustakero and Borissova. They proposed a multi-layered architecture of intelligent agents for e-testing and e-learning systems. The test difficulty levels were increased to three (easy, medium, and difficult) and further divided into sub-levels. Learner at first has to pass three easy level sub-tests and two sub-tests from medium level and only then he will be able to take the advance level test. This approach is similar to the competence tree solution [22] for e-evaluation, where the competence tree is designed and tests are associated with one or multiple competencies in the tree. Based on the testing needs, the student might choose which competencies he or she wants to demonstrate or in another case, top-to-bottom or bottom-to-top approaches can be used to go from hardest tasks to easier ones or vice versa, based on whether the student solved the previous task or no.

Another solution for adapted e-testing, based on students’ success on previous tasks is contextual graphs [23]-[25]. The teacher or designer of the contextual graph is responsible for designing possible testing paths, which students will follow, based on the results of each test question.

III. METHODOLOGY FOR E-ASSESSMENT CRITERIA EVALUATION

An analysis of the literature shows that adaptive testing is important in both the development of personalized e-learning systems and adaptive knowledge assessment systems. However, research that reveals what test criteria for selection and presentation of tasks are important in self-control tests and final knowledge tests is lacking. When developing adaptive e-testing systems, it is important to know whether the same criteria apply to the case of final knowledge (FK) evaluation and the case of self-testing (ST). Therefore, a survey on students’ needs for FK and ST in e-assessment was executed.

To get students’ need the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method of Multiple-criteria decision-making was used. Application of multi-criteria decision making allows estimation of users’ needs (by gathering criteria importance) as well as a ranking of analyzed alternatives, based on their
quantitatively estimated property values [26]. To clarify the relationships between the criteria and its sub-criteria, we created the criteria tree, where three main criteria (test structure, adaptability, and feedback) were selected and each of them was divided into a sub-criteria (see Fig. 1).

The structure of the test is composed of the ability to know or even select a specific topic on which the test questions should be presented. As well, it is important to know whether students want to know in advance how many questions will be presented in the test and have a possibility to return to the previous tasks, questions.

Usually, when conducting knowledge assessment directly, the teacher asks questions of varying complexity. If a student does not answer a difficult question, he or she is asked an easier question from the same area. If a student answers an easy question, then he is presented with a more difficult one. This determines the student's level of knowledge in specific areas by adaptively selecting the directly selected questions. Therefore, the criteria of test adaptability are raised to determine how important this factor is for the student.

Test adaptability can have several options: start with the easiest task, start with the most difficult task, or allow the student to choose a task of a specific difficulty.

In addition to test adaptability and structure, feedback might be important in e-assessment as well. It is important to determine how important are different assessment methods to the students: get recommendations for further improvement, based on the test results; get the test results immediately after the test, evaluated in an automated way; get manual evaluation results after some time after the test is finished.

To determine which criteria are more important to students in ST and FK cases, a survey form was designed and distributed between students. Students were first asked to compare the importance of the criteria branches for FK and ST cases and then the sub-criteria by criteria (separate test structure sub-criteria, test adaptability sub-criteria, and feedback sub-criteria). By comparing the two criteria or sub-criteria, students were able to choose from the following statements: only A is important (value 9), A is more important than B (value 5), equally important (value 1), B is more important than A (value 1/5), only B is important (value 1/9). The system was selected based on AHP methodology and simplifying it to have 5 possible values only, rather than 17. This was done to assure the survey will not be too difficult for students to understand and answer.

At the same time, three alternatives were investigated: tree-based testing structure; graph-based testing structure; list-based testing structure. Currently, the majority of testing systems are using list-based testing structures, while the graph-based testing structure is gaining popularity but it is a slow process because of the need for additional test design and implementation requirements. The tree-based testing structure has similar application limitations as graph-based, therefore is not as popular as list-based testing structures too.

We assigned values for each of the three criteria based on whether the alternative supports appropriate sub-criteria (value 1) or not (value 0). The sum of appropriate sub-criteria value and importance coefficient (obtained from students’ survey) products define the score for each alternative and allow its ranking.

The analysis has to be executed separately for FK and ST cases to see the differences between those two cases.

IV. RESEARCH RESULTS

A. Students Survey Results

In the survey participated 25 students of higher education in the field of computer sciences and 49 students from last year's secondary school. Each of the students had to express his or her opinion on e-testing needs both for FK as well as ST cases. Based on students' answers the importance of each criterion was calculated. AHP usage allowed estimation of consistency ratio (CR). We take it into account and analyze consistent opinions only (CR<0.1). Summarized results of e-testing needs criteria coefficients are presented in Table I. As seen from the result summary in table 1, the Higher education students have more different preferences for FK as well as ST cases. Meanwhile, secondary school students' opinions a very similar both for FK as well as ST case. This might be an indicator higher education students understand the purpose of each of those cases, while secondary school students do not see a bigger difference between final testing and self-evaluation testing.

To define the similarity between students' opinions, hierarchical clustering was used with Pearson’s distance for
record similarity estimation. The data included all criteria coefficients, testing case code (value 0 for FK and value 1 for ST), and student type (value 0 for higher education and value 1 for secondary school students). The clustering results are presented in Fig. 2.

As seen in Fig. 2, five clusters define a clear separation between cases and student types. It shows two different clusters are indicated for higher education students in FK case. This is mostly influenced by some variations in the field of C_2_3, C_2_1, and C_1_3 sub-criteria importance.

For further analysis, we will not go into details of all five clusters and will select the two main clusters: set of C1 and Cl2 case. This is the main threshold for the clustering and usage of two clusters will simplify the further analysis.

B. Alternative Ranking Results

As alternatives three testing system structures were analyzed: linear, graph-based, tree-based. Each alternative was evaluated by assigning one of three possible values for each criterion, Value 1 is assigned if the criteria might be implemented in the alternative without editing the existing test or creating an additional test to fit the needs. Value 0.5 is assigned if the criteria can be met theoretically, by modifying the existing solution or creating multiple test variants for different situations. Value 0 is assigned if the criteria can not be met in the existing testing solution. The results of the alternative evaluation and calculated score for C11 and C12 cases are provided in Table II.

By multiplying the criteria value and coefficient for each case, the final score for each case and testing structure type was calculated. The scores prove the linear testing structure has the highest score for C11 cases and the average score for both C11 and C12 cases. Meanwhile, a tree-based testing structure is very close to it and is the best solution for C12 case.

It is worth mentioning linear testing structure has a higher score for C11 case, while graph- and tree-based testing structures a better scored for Cl2 case. This is mostly influenced by the linear testing structure's ability to freely navigate between all test questions and constant question numbers in the test. At the same time, it limits or complicates the adaptability and feedback possibilities, which are better implemented by other testing structures.

V. CONCLUSION

The e-evaluation area is dependent on multiple factors. Various research papers exist on e-learning and e-evaluation, e-testing, however, it is lacking a deeper view on different e-testing structure suitability to meet user need for a different type of cases – final knowledge testing and self-evaluation testing. Therefore this paper gathers students' opinions on e-evaluation system requirements and scores three possible e-testing structures on their possibility to meet the needs.

For further analysis, we will not go into details of all five clusters and will select the two main clusters: set of C1 and C2 clusters (C11) and set of C3-C5 clusters (C12). Therefore this paper gathers students' opinions on e-testing system requirements and scores three possible e-testing structures on their possibility to meet the needs.

The difference between final knowledge testing and self-evaluation testing is noticeable for higher education students. While secondary school students have a very similar opinion on final knowledge testing and self-evaluation testing. Therefore higher education students' opinion of final knowledge testing was analyzed as one area (C11) and all the rest cases as another area (C12). For higher
education students knowledge testing the test structure is the most important (importance coefficient is 0.40) while test adaptability and feedback have lower importance (respectively 0.33 and 0.27). Meanwhile, for higher education students' self-evaluation testing and all cases of secondary school students, the importance coefficients values are more similar (structure – 0.38, adaptability – 0.32, feedback – 0.30). This shows these two cases have similarities, however, the internal structure of these criteria varies.

Linear, graph-based, and tree-based testing system structures were scored as alternatives in this paper. The results revealed linear structure testing systems have the highest average rating for both knowledge as well as self-evaluation testing (66%). Tree- and graph-based testing structures achieved on average 65% and 49% respectively. However average scores should not be the main criteria to choose from, as for higher education students’ final knowledge testing the linear structure testing has the highest score (70%), while the tree-based testing structure has the highest score for rest analyzed case testing (69%).
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